ACSS operations subcommittee meeting
Feb. 3, 2014

Attending: Greg Gordon, Steve Lunden, Ken Sammons, Jackie VanAllen, Chuck Falkenberry

Update on primary goals:
1. Transportation (Scope 3 emissions):
   Commute Trip Reduction program: Jackie will investigate status and update subcommittee
   Bus Pass program: Greg will discuss status in upcoming meeting with Judi Biggs-Garbuio

2. Energy efficiency: Ken reports that dorm dashboards are feasible and we can coordinate with Thompson and IT to get these online.
   Ken updated subcommittee on status of solar array. GU will provide site and receive the electricity, while an LLC will provide the panels and receive the energy credits.

3. Purchasing: Steve reports that GU has a purchasing policy and actively strives to reduce waste stream through recycling, reuse, and upcycling. Steve will provide a comprehensive list of sustainability practices for the year-end report.

4. Sodexo: Chuck reports that “Zero-Waste” night is on track for the Feb. 13 basketball game. Hopefully this will be a pilot program for future events.
   The Real Food Challenge is also on track for a public signing/commitment this semester.
   Reusable containers: Sodexo is exploring this as a possibility, but the challenge is that Sodexo operations at other universities report that students don’t bring them back to reuse. A few places have resorted to selling the containers because of this.

Remaining to be done:
1. Green fit challenge: Stephen, Jackie, Chris, Susanne have all expressed interest in getting this moving.
2. Greg will meet with Judi to discuss bus pass program, student orientation, and Real Food Challenge.
3. Greg’s 499 students will work on: developing energy dashboards, green event certification, carpool program, student transportation data